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The Association's newsletter, 'The Bridge' will now be entirely web-based. Here's this quarter's
message from the Editor, Dr. Eric Wong.

EDITORIAL

The momentum of the Bridge has picked up. There are more and more news to be
disseminated to our alumni members. But guys, give us you feedback. Pen a line or two, so that
we know the direction we’re heading. We accept criticisms or compliments and use them as a
leverage for a better newsletter. Please remember, this is your alumni newsletter.

In this issue, we feature a number of articles that will provide you with a good read. We are very
proud of an old girl or alumna who has done professionally well but has not forgotten her
beloved school. She is involved in many professional NGOs and much charity work. Well done,
Dr Evelyn Ho and keep up with your good work!

The Management Committee of the MBSalumni has completed a charity project with a
resounding success and it was the Teresa Teng Concert called The Moon Speaks for My
Heart.
We achieved our
objective in raising more than sufficient funds for our alma mater and for the scouts of our
school.
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A very significant upcoming event will be the alumni’s AGM + EGM + Annual Dinner that will be
held on the same day and evening. Keep the date and evening free, especially the AGM and
EGM when you can determine the positive direction the Alumni A

In this issue, there ssociation will be heading. We need a mandate from you.

will be a special video interview of our successful alumnus, Datuk Vincent Lee, who has done
extremely well in business. And Roshan will come on again in featuring our MBS Primary
School. A special and happy announcement will be made for a newcomer to our MBS family –
the arrival of Jonson’s adorable daughter.

While news could be happy, there are sad ones too. The passing on of Dr Franklin Bhupalan
and Mr Takashi Mori, members of our MBS fraternity, are events that are recorded in the MBS
annuals for greater posterity.

So, MBSians keep a lookout for the next issue of the Bridge. It will warm you to receive the
most current news.
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